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You'll love Corian®.
It's a pleasure 
to live with. 

DuPont™ Corian® is an

advanced blend of natural

minerals, pigments and 

pure acrylic polymer. 

Created by scientists

of DuPont, Corian® is

the original solid surface 

material, successfully

used worldwide for 

about 40 years in a wide

variety of residential and 

commercial applications.

How to describe Corian®? 

It's… Colourful. Fun.

Imaginative. Versatile.

Stylish. Capable of

morphing into virtually

any shape or design. 

Quite simply, a pleasure 

to live with.
Design Francesco Lucchese



COMPATIBLE

Corian® offers you an expansive palette of 100 colours. 

And we design our colours to be compatible with 

the fabrics, finishes and materials that surround them.

By nature, Corian® plays well with others.

THE CORIAN ® COLLECTION OF SINKS AND BOWLS

Corian® sinks and bowls come in a wide array

of elegant shapes and sizes. Seamlessly combine them 

with Corian® surfaces to eliminate joints where dirt, 

germs and mildew can hide.

MULTI-TALENTED

You can shape Corian®. Sculpt it. 

Cut or seam it to any size. Rout it. Carve it. Sandblast it. 

You can even backlight it for dramatic effect. 

This gives you almost limitless design freedom.

DETERMINED

Corian® works extremely hard to resist stains

and offers superior hygiene and cleanability.

It's non-porous, so liquids, mould, mildew, 

germs and odours can't penetrate.

LOYAL

Corian® stands by you, whatever life may dish out.

It's very easy to clean, stain-resistant, highly durable 

and renewable. So you have fewer worries and 

more time to enjoy life.

TRUSTWORTHY

Corian® is backed by a 10-Year Limited 

Product Warranty from DuPont when 

fabrication and installation are performed 

by a member of the Corian® Quality

Network of fabricators. For further 

information on the warranty, please 

contact the local representative of Corian®.

Design Marc Newson



Let your imagination out of the box.
A kitchen is just an empty box. Until you add your imagination.

That's surprisingly easy with Corian®. Shape it. Sculpt it. Run it up 

a wall or down the side of a cabinet. Let your imagination loose 

with colour, shape and detail. There are no rules. Have fun. 

It's your kitchen.
Give it a distinctive flavour with Corian®.

Design Ellis Williams Architects Design Sofie Lewyllie

Design Lino Codato/Mathias



Your bathroom: a reflection of you.
With Corian®, you can make the most personal room in your home truly you.

Surround yourself with colours and textures you love to wake up to.

Design Corian® into soothing shapes. Combine it with tile, metal, wood, stone

or glass. And because Corian® is so easy to live with, choosing it will reflect

not only your sense of style, but your practical side, too.

It’s your bathroom.
Make waves with Corian®.

Design Sofie Lewyllie

Design Giampiero Peia/Cisal

Design Massimo Fucci

Design Massimo Fucci 



* Dark, heavily pigmented Colours of Corian® (shown above with an asterisk *), will show scratches, dust and ordinary wear and tear more readily than lighter, textured colours.  We recommend
that these colours not be used in applications where the surface is exposed to heavy use and contact (i.e. worktops).  These colours are most suitable for applications where surface contact is
light and for use as inlays and accent colours.  For more information on selecting the ideal Colour of Corian® for your application, please consult the local representative of DuPont™ Corian®. 

** The veining of these colours may vary in intensity and highlight joints.

Illumination Series colours with a superior translucency to enhance the potential for lighting effects with Corian®.

Possible finishes: matte, semigloss, gloss.  Different thicknesses and colours are available according to our special order policy. Standard dimensions are nominal (12.3mm).  
Printed representation of colours may vary from actual samples.

MONT BLANC

MACADAM

EBONY BLACK *BLACK QUARTZ *

AZURE *

LINEN

WHITE JASMINE

ABALONE DUSK

PLATINUM

ECLIPSE

CARIBBEAN

GRAY FIELDSTONE

TARRAGON

MINT ICE SEAGRASS

SPRUCE

BEACH GLASS

LIME ICESUMMER SKY *

ATLANTIS

MALACHITE

NOCTURNE *

CARGO

DOVE

GRAPE GREEN *

RAIN FOREST

NIGHT SKY *

SEASHELL CLAY

PINE

PEPPER IVORY

BLUE PEBBLE

LAVA ROCK **

OCEANIC

BLACKBERRY ICE *MARDI GRAS

PEARL GRAY

POMPEII RED *

CLAM SHELL **

SANDSTONE

MATTERHORN

STONE WASHED

STRAWBERRY ICE BLUEBERRY ICE

MARINE BLUE *

LILAC * GRAPHIC BLUE *

COBALT *

COFFEE BEAN * MIDNIGHT ANTHRACITE *

SHALE *

VENARO WHITE **

AURORA

SAHARA

SEQUOIA

PRIMROSE

AQUA

ADOBE * MEDITERRANEANTERRAMEDEA *

BURNT AMBERCOCOA BROWN *

PEWTER *ICE WHITE

SILVER BIRCH

PEACH

TUMBLED GLASS

FOSSIL

KILIMANJARO

MOJAVE BEIGE FIELDSTONE

VESUVIUS

MANDARIN *

SIENNA BROWN *

HOT * BOUGAINVILLEA *

ANTARCTICAGLACIER ICE

WHITECAP

VANILLA

FESTIVAL

AZTEC GOLD **

GRAVEL *

CANYON

RAFFIA

SUN *

SILT

GLACIER WHITE

BISQUE

BONE

BUTTER CREAM

SAND SONORA **

CAMEO WHITE

SAVANNAH

EVEREST

CLARET *
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100Colours of Corian®

0800/962 116 (UK)

1800/553 252 (IRL)

0800/91 72 72 (F)

0800/1810018 (D)

0800/554614 (CH)

800/876750 (I)

0800/29 5833 (A)

0800/96 666 (B)

800/23079 (L)

901/120 089 (E)

0800/022 35 00 (NL)

++351 227 536 900 (Portugal)

++30 210 3418050 (Greece)

++46 31 57 68 00 
(Nordic Countries)

++7 495 7972233 (Russia)

++48 22 320 0900 (Poland)

++380 44 495 2684
(Ukraine & Kazakhstan)

++40 31 62 04 111 
(Romania, Bulgaria & Serbia) 

++420 257 414 213 
(Czech republic, Slovakia 
& Hungary)

++420 257 414 213 
(Central & Eastern Europe)

++971 4 321 1530 
(Pakistan, Middle East, Africa,
Malta & Cyprus)

++90 212 340 0400 
(Turkey, Israel & Central Asia*)

* = Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, 

Uzbekistan & Kyrgyzstan


